Dive into a happier, smarter and
more connected organisation

“I see our teams making story_Pool their own. They’re sharing the
stories of their work in an open and positive way. We’re all learning from
story_Pool and I’m starting to see its impact in unexpected areas…”
Tracy Phillips, Executive Officer, Bonnie Support Services

What is the story_Pool program?
story_Pool is a peer story program for organisations and community groups.
The focus is to create a space for ‘stories that matter’ to be shared and developed.
These are the stories of our practice, impact and purpose. They bring humans
together from all roles and divisions and they remind us of why we do what we do.
The stories serve a myriad of uses both inside and outside the organisation.

How does it work?
Pools are teams of 3 who meet regularly using the story_Pool process and tools.
They choose stories that hold useful insights about their work, clients and the
organisation. It’s a dynamic sharing hub with the group approach accelerating
engagement, innovation and confidence. Together story_Pool buddies can practise
and refine their storytelling skills and dive into deeper understanding of the
stories that will now be told again and again.

“Our stories are getting better and better. They used to be like case
studies. Now we can see the value of connecting with heart.
We see they can move people to change.”
Helen Levingston, Program Manager, Uniting Ability Links
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Moya Sayer-Jones and her company, Only Human Stories, have worked
with visionary NFP organisations in Australia and New Zealand
since 1995. We create spaces that inspire and empower our collective
strength and human-ness... and usually (well, mostly)... stories seem
to be involved. How much human-ness could there be, without them?

The story behind story_Pool
Our kitchen table gave me my first lesson in the power of storytelling. And that
lesson stuck!
I was the little sister in a family of four very noisy girls. I’d sit up at the dinner
table while my older sisters told wild and dramatic stories about boys and school
and the kids next door. I remember the laughter and the closeness of us all being
together and I soon realised that I wanted to be a part of that feeling: to be heard
and noticed and to know I had something to share.
We’ve all seen what can happen when we find the time and space to share our
experiences with other attentive humans. It’s simple but so powerful. Often, we’re
not only amazed at others... we’re amazed at ourselves. We get a chance to be
reminded of what we know, what we believe in and what we’ve achieved.

Our clients include:
NSW Family & Community Services, Catholic Healthcare, Department of Veteran
Affairs, YWCA Auckland, Sport Northland, Charter Hall, Rosebank, Victorian
Women’s Trust, Cancer Society NZ.
story_Pool is now bubbling along in Australia and New Zealand: with pools in
Uniting Ability Links, Uniting LAC, Bonnie Support Services and the Department
of Internal Affairs (DIA NZ).

Email for more information: admin@onlyhuman.com.au
www.onlyhuman.com.au
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